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Before you go, visit the Review Settings page. This lets you easily control
all future posts, not just the old content. Here you can control your
minimum character and minimum number of words, as well as which
post types should be pulled and then emailed to you. We suggest
checking them all. If you set it up correctly, every now and again, youll
receive a new email of your old posts, depending on how frequently you
set up your social media publishing. It makes it easier to keep track of
your old posts, allowing you to check them out on your phone or tablet
without having to open up the site. You can also share the old posts via
email or social media, to make them more visible. Once youre done, youll
see a success message from the plugin. If this wasnt you could use the
plugin by manually pulling the old posts, a nice touch. If you arent
already on WordPress.com, head over to the WordPress.com site to log in
and buy Revive Old Posts Pro . After that, it is easy to activate Revive Old
Posts, as there is an installation button on the bottom of the plugin
screen. Finally, we find the Social Media tab useful for sharing the posts
via social media. We switched all our social media options to post to
Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn. Revive Old Posts Pro gives you the
option of choosing which social network you would like to post to. As
promised, its also found Get The Best Post under the Scheduling tab. To
use this feature you simply add a value called POST_ID to the APIkey
below. The JSON values just tell the plugin which post you want to get
from the queue. Once youve placed the value in, youre all set.

Revive Old Post Pro Nulled Themes

in order to revive old posts you must first retrieve your them. you will
need to visit a previously viewed post, log in to your wordpress account,

go to "dashboard" and under "posts" you will find a list of your posts.
scroll down the list and you should see an old post you want to revive.

click on "revive" to retrieve the old post. from your wordpress dashboard
click on "appearance" and scroll down to "themes". locate and click on

the theme you want to edit. the edit section will pop up with the theme's
full name and the last time it was edited. it will also show which version
of wordpress it was created for. visit a previously viewed post, log in to
your wordpress account, go to "dashboard" and under "posts" you will
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find a list of your posts. scroll down the list and you should see an old
post you want to revive. click on "revive" to retrieve the old post. trouble
is, the old themes haven’t been updated with the latest procedures. and,

the old themes were using a lot of plugins that require a restart to
update. so, to make things a bit easier for you, we’ve taken the time to
make this plugin a one-click operation. plus, you can also use this plugin
if you’d like to bring your old posts back to the attention of the world. it’s

really easy to do. simply change the theme to “revive old post”, then
click “live preview” to show it to the world. one click, and your old posts
are back in the limelight. if you were among those that were ridiculously
offended by the themes in the revive old post pro theme set released a
few months ago, i have good news for you. the folks over at bevelsoft
have released a beta version of the revive old post pro theme, all for
free. if you want to try it out and provide us with feedback, the theme
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